
 
      

 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2013 Quarter One Vine Club pack!!! 

 

Holy Cow!  It is 2013, and I still haven’t finished everything I need to get done from 2011 I don’t think .  

Wow, time is flying, but I guess that is a good thing since it means we are having so much fun.  Changes 

just keep on rolling at Tarara as we have learned that sitting still just isn’t an option for us here.  One 

change that is unfortunate for Tarara, but really exciting for a couple people close to us is that both Katie 

and Becky, the faces you have come to love so much have moved on.  While we wish we could still have 

them here, they have both moved on to awesome careers elsewhere.  We will also be re-developing all that 

is food and gift to help make Tarara better rounded to compliment the wines.  We are going to continue to 

have some creative fun with our wines as we believe awesome wine shouldn’t come with pretence, but with 

an openness and friendliness to encourage all to taste the marvels of some well grown grapes. 

 

Also, keep your eyes open for some big news that should be available by early to mid-February.  We 

already know what’s coming but we just aren’t allowed to say…yet!  And keeping things a secret kill me as 

any of you know with #socialsecret if you caught me in the tasting room. 

 

So the first pack of wines this year is all about starting off with a bang.  All but the Artisan White Select 

option will be getting the Winemaker’s Select Bin #9 2010, an awesome blend of Merlot and Cabernet 

Sauvignon from some younger vines with high density planting from Nevaeh.  It is the first crop of these 

grapes and we look forward to watching their progression as they have been superb every year so far.  Also 

in the Artisan Winemakers Select pack you will find our flagship Nevaeh Red 2010 (Blend of Merlot, 

Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon) to start the New Year with a top wine and the Viognier Reserve 2011.  The 

Artisan Red Wine pack will replace the Viognier Reserve with a throwback that we held for you to have 

after a little extra age, the Winemakers Select Bin #2 2008 blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Tannat 

and Petit Verdot.  The Artisan White Wines will have some of our very last Honah Lee White 2010 

(Viognier, Petit Manseng, Roussanne) bottles that have been highly sought after, our fresh and bright 

Viognier 2011 and of course the Winemakers Select Bin 3 White (Viognier and Petit Manseng) which is 

just the 2011 version of Honah Lee but only in extremely low volumes due to the vintage.  Lastly, for you 

Single Vineyard fans we have a treat for you.  Our very last cases of Tranquility Red 2009 are just an 

incredible way to start the New Year.  Wow it is going to be a good year.     

 

This Quarters Wine: 
 

1) Winemakers Select Bin 9 2010 – I can’t help myself but use a super lame comparison for this 

wine that will only be awesome for me.  This wine totally reminds me of Kris Kross being 

youngster vines that are just taking over with pure awesomeness and it makes me want to 

Jump and also Warm’s me Up in the winter.  I know, lame right?  But that was my first 

concert and it totally rocked!  The wine definitely benefited from the hot and dry vintage of 

2010.  Great fruit and concentration that is almost never felt from such young vines, 

especially the mid palate depth.  There is also striking complexity, refinement and structure to 

the wine showing everything from supple leafy/earthy notes to the very vibrant berry fruit and 

great back bone of acidity. 

 



The making of this wine was simple.  It was the same process as all our Single Vineyard reds 

as we assess the qualities from these new blocks each year.  Long macerations (35 days for 

the Merlot, 28 for Cab) to get great extraction, indigenous yeast, not help of enzymes, etc and 

then just laid down in barrel for 18 months before being bottled unfined and unfiltered.  Just 

pure vineyard to glass enjoyment. 

  

 

2) Nevaeh Red 2010 – Well it is our flagship wine from our most prized vineyard form and 

incredible vintage.  So how about that?!?  The 2010 vintage of Nevaeh Red is really the finest 

expression of our site and vintage all in one bottle.  The blend of 50% Merlot, 35% Syrah and 

15% Cabernet Sauvignon really takes the best of all the varieties and being a better wine by 

lending from each other.  The vineyard expression is just now starting to poke through the 

richness of the vintage showing some of the minerality from the limestone rich areas of 

Nevaeh while also showing that underlying acidity characteristic of our estate vineyard and 

the ripeness of fruit.  Every swirl, sip and sniff of this wine is different, which just keeps me 

coming back and back.  The supple tannins and striking red berry fruit of the Merlot lend so 

well to the plummy and meaty character of the Syrah and the depth, structure and currant 

characters of the Cabernet Sauvignon.  Can you tell I love this wine? 

 

Made just like the past vintages in order to let the grapes speak for themselves.  The really 

only “different” aspect to this vintage was the picking decisions.  Most years these varieties 

are very easy to assess their ripeness and really get picked because the season is coming to an 

end here at Tarara.  In 2010 there was a lot of controversy over when to pick all over Virginia.  

Many felt it best to pick based on sugars to not have abundant alcohols that have come to be 

one of the trademarks of 2010.  We decided not to worry about the chemistry and trusted our 

palate, experience and faith in Mother Nature.  On average we picked 2-3 weeks later then 

most by tasting the grapes for flavor development, skin tannins, seed development and just by 

feeling the grapes.  We understand our vineyard (somewhat anyway) and felt the best thing to 

do was holding off and let the grapes mature more.  Wow, are we glad we made that decision. 

 

3) Viognier Reserve 2011 – One of the very few wines that really had a great vintage.  The 2011 

vintage was actually one of our top years for early harvested fruit.  It wasn’t unit August 28
th

 

that the rain started affecting the vintage.  In 2011 we harvested multiple passes of each block 

in order to only pick the fruit at its optimal ripeness and sorting out fruit that may have lost 

quality from the rain.  The very first picking of the Viognier Pond block was only from the 

south side of the vines and at the highest altitude point of the block.  This small area is 

slightly elevated with more rock and limestone in the soil and is much sandier making for a 

drier section with more minerality.  This is what we used for this wine.  It benefited from the 

fabulous sunlight and warmth all summer long and being just perfectly located in the block.  

The result…an absolutely awesome wine with great complexity and aromatic intensity.  The 

bad thing is there is not much of it. 

 

The wine was destined to be part of the Nevaeh White 2011 but since we did not make single 

vineyard wines that vintage we decided to keep this separate.  Really it is for selfish 

reasons…I wanted some for myself.  The wine is made just like the single vineyards with 

minimal intervention in the cellar and just allowing the fruit and the vineyard to express itself.  

Loaded with Viognier character of stone fruit and floral tones and a soft, fairly round 

structure, this is one of my favorite wines to simply enjoy.  It will drink best in it’s youth 

while the fruit is vibrant and intense. 

 

 

Salute, 

 

 

 

 

Jordan Harris – Winemaker           Tim Kish – Assistant Winemaker        Kim Parker – Vine Club Manager  


